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hether you are

preparing to
move from the
home in which
you raised your
family, or are

the child of parents who are making
such a move, you may well be facing
an inevitable question "What do we do
with all this stuff?"

You may feel you have the weight of
decades of family treasures (and trash!)
on your shoulders, but at least you can be

assured that you are not alone. For the
generation that raised the baby-boom-
ers, and the baby-boomers themselves,
it's a time of reckoning. When the time
comes to leave the family home behind,
what do you do with all those things
that have accumulated over the years?

How do you begin? In what order do you
work? And how do you get through the
experience in such a way that everyone
in the family is still on speaking terms
by the end of it all?

The good news is that, while this job

can be overwhelming at times, it can also
be an important and poignant period in
your life as a family. It can be a time for
making meaningful connections and
deepening existing bonds, with plenty
of room for laughter, fond memories,
even joy, along the way.

Here are a few suggestions for how
to make emptying the house a positive
experience:

TAKE YoUR flvf. This means start-
ing sooner rather than later. Starting
early means you'll have plenty of time to
talk things over as a family, plan ahead,

and leave time for having some fun.
The sooner you start, the greater your
range of options for places to move to,
and the more you'll be able to be actively
involved in the process-which means
that the changes you make will be on
your terms, not someone else's.

coMMUNtcATe. Let your family know
what your wishes (and your fears) are,

and ask them to share their feelings about
what is happening with you. Schedule a

meeting where everyone involved is pres-
ent, before the actual move begins, so that
you have a chance to discuss your plans,
and agree as a family on how to approach
it. Talk to people who have been through
the experience of emptying a home to
find out what they did right-as well as

what they did wrong.
Continued on Page 49
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the set-up of her house in her new

apartment. Next, Susie helped Mrs. Barrett

prepare lists of things to take with her to
the new apartment, to give away, to sell,

and to throw away. These steps prepared

Mrs. Barrett for moving day, which, for her,

was efforcless.

"l never even saw a box," she

exclaims. "l left my house at 8:30 AM,

and when I came to the new apartment

the next day at 3:30 PM, everything was

finished. All my furniture was in its place;

the kitchen utensils were in the drawers;

the pictures were on the walls; the plants

were placed all around. lt was really

incredible to walk in and see all that she

had accomplished so quickly."

Mrs. Barrett goes on to say that she

never saw or dealt with the movers. Susie

handled all the details for her, allowing

her to spend time with her children and

enjoy going out to dinner on her first

night in her new apartment.

With all of her belongings in their

proper place, Mrs. Barrett was able to
transition smoothly to her new communicy.

She laughs as she says, "My apartment really

looks today just like it did the day lwdked
in. Susie's taste is so exquisite, and she had

such wonderful decorating suggestions

that I haven't changed a thing." Mrs. Barrett

concludes, "l really couldnt have done it
without her." GIF
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cET HELP. Emptying a home can be

daunting physically as well as emotion-
ally. Nobody can do it alone, and no
one should try. Decide what kind of help
you will need, and when you will want
it. At certain points in the process, help
from others may feel intrusive; but once
difficult decisions have been made, any-
one can help with hauling things away.

Enlist the help of family and friends as

well as professionals to help you with the
biggest parts of the job-such as hold-
ing a moving or estate sale, and the ac-

tual move.
ENJOY THE PROCESS. This can be an

ideal time for sharing stories with your
children, getting the chance to hear their
versions of the same story, and saving
them all for posterity-by writing them
down, recording them on video or au-
diotape, or simply making sure the next
generation hears the stories. If there's

Emptying a home can be

daunting physically as well as

emotionally. Nobody can do it

alone, and no one should try

time for one last gathering in the house,
there are lots of ways to celebrate-from
planning a party for family and friends,
to taking pictures in special places.

LET Go, AND MovE oN! Leaving the

family home behind is a time for tender
sentiments, but it's neither the end of
the world, nor of your life. Many people
who have made the move to smaller,
more manageable quarters, even those
who were reluctant to make the move,
find that they miss the old place less, and
enjoy the new place more, than they ever
could have imagined.

It's healthy and normal to allowyour-
self some moments of nostalgia-maybe
even a few tears-as you say goodbye to
a place that has been the setting for so

many important moments in your life.
But it's also a time to look forward to the
rest of your life, and to a new home that
holds unknown pleasures still to come.
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Whether you, or your loved ones, are looking to

downsize your living space and home responsi-

bilities, or move to a 55+ active community,

assisted living or specialty care communify, our

Retirement llfestyle Ofu&ion isherc to guide

you. Our trained RLS, SHS and SRES agents have

exclusive customized seffices to help enhance

your lifestyle.
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